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The MT.SPEED is an optional module 

for the MT.XL.  It works autonomously 

and offers the ability to a fast delivery 

of a selection of products (high runners) 

to your selling points.

IMMEDIATE MEDICATION DELIVERY

Because of the independent operation 

of the MT.SPEED-module, packages are 

delivered simultaneously from both MT.XL 

as the MT.Speed. Through the statistical 

rule 5/50: 5% of the stock generates 50% 

of sales, we offer the ideal combination: 

the MT.Speed for “fast runners” and the 

MT. XL for the rest of your stock.

STOCK MANAGEMENT

The MT.Speed channe ls  are 

automat ica l l y  f i l l ed through the 

MT.XL gr ipper.MT.SPEED is  the on ly 

‘ fast  de l i very ’ -module  on the market 

wh ich has an ind iv idua l  de l i very 

detect ion for  each product  channe l , 

wh ich guarantees a  100% correct 

s tock.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

The unique self-teaching program, allows 

the MT.Speed to anticipate in trends in 

your sales. Depending on the sales, stock 

in the channels will be fully autonomous 

and automatically adjusted. The software 

ensures that each channel is automatically 

recognized.

CAPACITY AND DENSITY

The integration of horizontaly mounted 

channels, ensures efficient volume 

management. The channels are available 

in nine different widths and ensure the 

most favorable filling gradation.

INTEGRATION

MT.Speed is smoothly integrated into 

the MT.XL-robot, taking into account 

personal needs and your pharmacy 

architecture.

DIMENSIONS

Fixed module width of 700 mm, 

integrable (freely selectable height 

integration) within the full length of 

the robot-MT.XL

-

Max. height 1000 mm per module

Channel widths: 

30/40/50/60/70/80/100/120/150mm

-

The modules are extensible in time.

SPEED

Per channel 10 packages can be delivered 

to in 3 seconds. Each channel can be 

controlled simultaneously so the delivery 

rate can still increase exponentially.

CAPACITY

Max. 17 boxes per channel and up to 19 

channels per module width (layer level) 

Average 11 channels per layer-level, 

which results in 285 boxes per layer on 

module width.

STOCK MANAGEMENT

The MT.Speed channels are 

automatically fil led through the MT.XL 

gripper. MT.SPEED is the only ‘fast 

delivery’-module on the market which 

has an individual delivery detection 

for each product channel, which 

guarantees a 100% correct stock.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

The unique self-teaching program, allows 

the MT.Speed to anticipate in trends in 

your sales. Depending on the sales, stock 

in the channels will be fully autonomous 

and automatically adjusted. The software 

ensures that each channel is automatically 

recognized.

CAPACITY AND DENSITY

The integration of horizontally mounted 

channels, ensures efficient volume 

management. The channels are available 

in nine different widths and ensure the 

most favorable filling gradation.
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